
SRK-BT003-2108-HD-S USER MANUAL

Warning



Dear User:

Thanks for using our company's products. In order to fully make use of the
products, we sincerely suggest follow:

••Please read the instruction in detail and keep it well for further reading and
consulting.

••Please follow the instruction to fit and operate the machine correctly.

••Please do not remove and change any accessories of the machine.

••It forbids others to open and remove the mainframe except the authorized
people in the company.

••It forbids others to change and maintain the machine except the professional
people.

••Please contact us if there is any trouble during operation.

This product does not belong to medical, please don't use for disease treatment!
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Parts Introduction

1.LCD Screen
2.Bottles(S1/S2/S3/S4)
3.Supersonic work head jack for face
4.Oxygen sprayer jack
5.Skin scrubber
6.Oxygen injector jack
7.Oxygen feeding port

8.USB(Multimedia function)
9.Supersonic work head jack for eyes

10.11. BIO-photo electricity work head jack
12.Bipolar RF work head jack
13.Tripolar RF work head jack
14.Oxygen output adjustor
15. Filter
16. Bottle placed zone
17. General power switch
18. Power supply line jack
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Accessories
Oxygen delivery hole

Oxygen delivery pipe

headset Cold light area
High purity oxygen mask Oxygen spray gun

Oxygen injector Skin scrubber

Ultrasound (eye) work head Ultrasound (face) work head

Biological photoelectric working head BioBiopolar RF

Tripolar RF Dermabrasion Handle
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1.Connect all accessories with main machine tidily.
(1) Connect the Supersonic working head (the face handle ) with the port [3]
(2) Connect the Oxygen Sprayer with the port [4]
(3) Connect the Skin scrubber with the port [5]
(4) Connect the Oxygen injector with the port [6]
(5) Connect the Supersonic working head (the eyes handle) with the port [9]
(6) Connect two BIO-photo Electricity work head with the port [10] and [11]
(7) Connect 2 polar RF with the port [12]
(8) Connect 3 polar RF with the port [13]

2.Install the cup in the back of the machine, please remove the cup when you change
the water, counterclockwise direction is tightened, clockwise direction is removed.
The cup can only be filled with pure water. The Water can not exceed the carved
line on the bottom of the internal hose (about 2cm), otherwise the water level is
too high easily lead to nozzle obstruction without oxygen spray.

3.Connect the power cord [18], open the main power switch [17].

4.Turn on the machine and enter the interface (Figure 1), click into the setting,
choose the language.

5. Click on the screen "enter" button, such as (Figure 2) to enter the user interface.

(Figure 1)

(Figure 2)
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Oxygen therapy function

First, the oxygen operation steps

1, please guests lying on the beauty bed, and then apply with wet cotton Face or face
with a protective mirror, the high oxygen light cover over the entire head. Click on
"oxygen" Key to enter the interface as shown in Figure 3

(A) Output of cold light:
1.) Click the "Color" button in the interface as shown in (Figure 3), Choose red or
blue light can also choose between two kinds of light

（Figure 3）

2.）Set the mode: Click on the interface in (Figure 3) “ ”Key to set the output
mode: five modes can be selected:
Mode 1: Continue to output oxygen mode
Mode 2 to 4: The interval between the output oxygen is different

3.）Click " ” to start the instrument. (Figure 3)

(B) music therapy: the music will be recorded in the U disk inserted in the [8] socket

click Music icon" ” into the interface, such as (Figure 4).
Features are as follows:
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(Figure 4)

2, Click on the time key to enter the interface (Figure 5), click" " Set the

required working hours, each time the oxygen Time for 20 to 30 minutes.

(Figure 5)
3, Oxygen can be arranged before the skin care or apply mask (Figure 6)

(Figure 6)
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4, Set the working hours to the instrument will automatically pause.

5, The high oxygen mask back on the host bracket, and then click on the screen

"Disinfection" key, enter (such as Figure 6) interface, click " " began to disappear

Spray oxygen operation steps

1.Click on “Spray oxygen” to enter the interface like(Figure 7)

(Figure 7)

2. Pour the nutrient water into the small cup of the oxygen spray gun (about 2/3 of the
cup). And then cover the lid. The small cup of the oxygen spray gun can only be filled
with watery products, other state of the product easily lead to pinhole blockage.

3. Click on “time” to set the working time to about 15-20 minutes.（Figure 7）

4. Click on “ ” to begin, the beautician holds the spray gun and begins to spray
oxygen.
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Oxygen injection operation steps

1.Click on “Oxygen injection” to enter the interface like (Figure 8)

(Figure 8)

2.Click on “ ” to choose the working mode(five modes for option)

3. Click on “time” to set the working time. Set about 20 minutes for face treatment
and about 15 minutes for eye treatment（Figure 8）

4.Apply skin care products in the treatment parts, click on “ ” to start work. The
Oxygen injector should close to the skin during the treatment. Probably adjust oxygen
output regulator【3】The oxygen injector should avoid direct access to the skin with
inflammatory injury.

5. The output pressure of the injector should also be weakened when it treats on eye
and nose.
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Water Oxygen function

Hydradermabrasion– the latest in skin care technology. Hydradermabrasion utilizes the natural
healing powers of water and oxygen to effort lessly exfoliate the skin without the use of hard
crystals or abrasive textured wands, generating deeply hydrated and healthier looking skin.

Application:
Rejuvenate sun damaged skin-face, neck, shoulders, back, arms and legs.
Reduce age spots.
Minimize of blotchy skin coloring.
Reduce acne and superficial scars from past injury.
Remove blackheads and whiteheads.
Reduce oily skin.
Improve overall skin health.

Operation steps:
Clean your face before operation.
①Click on “Water oxygen” to enter the interface like (Figure 9)

(Figure 9)
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② Select bottle “S1” “S2” “S3” or “S4”, adjust Vacuum andwater level

on the right side of the equipment,Click on “time”(Figure 10) to set working

time, and press to start operation..

(Figure 10)

③ Press to stop operation.

Ultrasound function

1. Click on “Ultrasound” and enter into the interface of Figure 11
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(Figure 11)

2. Choose the item “Eyes” or “face”
3. Choose the button “ ”adjust the strength: 1(weak)-7(strong)
4. Click on “time” to enter other interface of Figure 12 and click on the button

“ ” Adjust the working time, working time for eyes is from 15-20mins.

Working time for face is from 20-30mins

(Figure 12)

5. Click on the button “ ” and start. Apply medium to the care area（gel, essence

etc）
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6. Set the working time to the instrument will automatically pause.
7. Use warm water to clean the skin.
8. Clean and disinfect used ultrasound working head.

*Precautions：
1.）Apply enough medium to the care area when operating.
2.）Each part of the working hours should not exceed 30mins.
3.）Do not use on your eyes, heart etc.
4.）Do not stay a long time in one part of the body.
5.）After the instrument moves the audio work head can not be used for a long time in
the no-load state

Bio Photoelctric function

1. Click on the button “Bio photoelectric” and enter the interface of Figure 13

(Figure 13)

2. Apply the medium on the skin (gel, solution etc)
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3. Click on “time” and adjust the working time, each part is about 20mins.

4. Click on the button “Broelectricity” and click “ ” adjust the Current

output, strength is 1(weak)-7(strong), and click “ “ for starting.

5. Click on the button “Refigerated light”, choosing the working mode on the
interface of Figure 14. P1-p4 is pulsed light, p5 is fixed light, could be adjusted by the

button “ ”.

(Figure 14)

6. Could choose one handle or two handles can be worked at the same time when
caring, working handle must be closed to the skin, do not use on the damage or
Inflammation site.
7. Set the working time to the instrument will automatically pause.
8. Use warm water to clean the skin.
9. Clean and disinfect used ultrasound working head.

*Precautions：
1.) Please remove the metal ornaments when operating the machine. Working head
should be moving slowly on the skin.
2.）The current output should be within acceptable limits.
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RF Function
1, Figure 3, click “RF” then you will see Figure 15

(Figure 15)

2, To choice the treatment item: biopolar RF for eye; tripolar RF for Face

1), Click “ “to adjust the intensity 1(weak)-7 (strong)

2), Click “time” to set treatment time: 20 minutes for eye, 20-30 minutes for face.
(Figure 16)

(Figure 16)
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3), Click “ ” to start operation

4), To put some cooling gel on the treatment area, move the RF work head from
inside to outside, from down to up. Should reduce the output intensity, because there
has less fat around the eye and Forehead.

5), The machine will pause when the treatment time is up.

6),To clean the skin with warm water

7),To clean and disinfect the RF work head

Remark:
1), The operator should wear the insulated gloves before operate
2), The RF tip must completely contact the skin.
3), The RF tip should close to the skin and move slowly, can not stop there.

The function of Skin Scrubber

With Ultrasonic Scrubber begins a new generation of aesthetic soft peeling. Using the
high performance of ultrasounds, this exciting cosmetic breakthrough provides a safe
painless and perfect physiological skin regeneration. By removing the superficial
scaly layers of the skin, the Scrubber stimulates the revival of the skin tissue
rendering it youthful and luminous from the first treatment.

1. In Figure 3 interface, click on Skin Scrubber into the interface (Figure

17).
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(Figure 17)

2. Click "Time" to enter the interface (Figure 18).
Working time setting, click " " to adjust the treatment time(0-60min).

(Figure 18)

3. Click " " to start the operation and “ ” to pause.
4. Operation Steps
A. Click the "ON/OFF" button to open the skin scrubber. When turned it on, the
indicator light will be on and there will be a shock.
B. The “VOL” button is used for selecting different modes and energy.
C. P- Indicator light
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L- Low energy, continuous mode
Z- Medium energy, continuous mode
H- High energy, continuous mode

Medium energy, pulse mode
D. Press the “VOL” button to select the working mode the customer can accept.

CONTRAINDICATION

1. The people who have heart disease need to use heart rhythm device, hypertensive
patients.
2. The people who has acute inflammation, deep venous thrombosis, goiter, asthma,
cancer and other patients
3. The people who's Vascular rupture Hemorrhage is traumatic and the wound is
bleeding.
4. The pregnant women
5. The people who ever done the cosmetic surgery and there are filler in the body area
6. The people who has metal materials in the body (including metal teeth)
7. The people who has skin inflammation, body swollen
8. The people who has immune system dysfunction
9. The people who feels the numbness and do not respond to heat.
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Parameter ：

Input voltage ：AC110V/60HZ AC220V/50HZ Power ：<=450VA

Spare parts List:
1. Host machine 1 set
2. Power cable 1 piece
3. Bipolar RF for eye treatment 1 piece
4. Tripolar RF for face treatment 1 piece
5. Bio-photon electricity 2 pieces
6. Supersonic for eye 1 piece
7. Supersonic for face 1 piece
8. Skin Scrubber 1 piece
9. Oxygen mask 1 piece
10. Spray gun 1 piece
11. Oxygen injection gun 1 piece
12. Hydrodermabrasion handle 1piece
13. Accessories shelf 1piece
14. Branch pipe 1 piece
15. Hexagonal screw 5 pieces
16. Hexagon screwdriver 1 piece
17. White quick connector 20 pieces
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